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ABSTRACT
Cancellation of Bruce A Retube created the need to
perform SLAR on Unit 1. The existing SLAR system
cannot reach Unit 1 and alternative systems had lim-
itations. The concept and design of MiniSLAR were
driven by the availability of existing components
made for Retube.

The MiniSLAR concept was developed by a team
with members representing operators, technicians,
and designers from various departments within
Ontario Hydro and GE Canada. Overall project lead-
ership was provided by Bruce A Projects and
Modifications Department with assistance from
Ontario Hydro Nuclear Technology Services. The
responsibility for detailed design was assigned by
Ontario Hydro to GE Canada. The detailed design
proceeded with continual input and review by the
team.

The MiniSLAR delivery machine consists of a closure
removal ram, a shield plug removal ram and a SLAR
tool delivery ram attached to the sliding plate of a
horizontal indexing mechanism. The moving plate is
constrained by guide rails to a fixed plate and seals
against it with o-rings. A snout and clamping mecha-
nism mounts on the front of the fixed plate. The
machine mounts atop a work table which provides
the various motions required for endfitting engage-
ment. Some operations are performed manually
while others are remote and automatic.

CONCEPT AND DESIGN
The cancellation of the Bruce A Retube project left
the future of Unit 1 in question. In order to continue
operating to the end of the century its channels
would require SLARing, a procedure developed to
reposition the garter spring spacers designed to pre-
vent contact between pressure tubes and calandria
tubes. Due to steam generator problems Unit 2
would likely be shut down rather than SLARed.

Sophisticated SLAR equipment was already in exis-
tence at Bruce A and had been successfully used on
Units 3 and 4. This system however, had been
installed as planned on the extension trolley which
only services Units 3 and 4. In fact the extension trol-

ley cannot physically reach Unit 1. Early investigations
indicated that it would not be practical to transfer the
SLAR system to another trolley, mainly due to the
time constraints and the loss of fuelling capability dur-
ing the change. It appeared that if Unit 1 was to be
SLARed then it would have to be done using a deliv-
ery system that did not currently exist at Bruce A.
This was reinforced by the fuel handling group's
strong preference that Unit 1 SLAR would not depend
on the availability of fuelling machines or trolleys.

The SLARette system was seriously considered as it
was not only a relatively simple method of delivering
the SLAR tool into a channel, but had already proven
itself on Candu 6. However SLARette had two main
limitations:

1. It could not handle shield plugs and

2. The bore size of Bruce endfittings necessitated
insertion and removal of liner sleeves.

Both of these factors would result in continual
reliance on the fuelling machines to transfer compo-
nents from channel to channel.

One dominating factor in the development of con-
cepts for Unit 1 SLAR was the availability at Bruce
of components procured for the cancelled Retube
Project. Among these was an almost complete set
of parts for the drain tool, a machine designed for
Ontario Hydro by GE Canada, specifically to drain
channels. Its main features included a ram to unlock
and store a closure, a ram to unlock and store a
shield plug and a rotating turret to alternate
between the two. Following draining, the shield
plug and closure would be replaced in the endfitting.
These features, together with the existence of
available parts provided the basis for a cost effective
design solution.

The drain tool turret was too small to add a third loca-
tion, but one could envisage a new machine consist-
ing of the closure and shield plug rams from the drain
tool and a SLAR tool delivery ram mounted alongside
on a movable turret. Place a snout and snout locking
mechanism in front of the turret and the concept of
MiniSLAR was born.

A team was formed under the direction of Bruce A
Projects and Mods to look after all aspects of
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MiniSLAR design and implementation. The team
included representation from Projects and Mods
unionized as well as professional staff along with OH
Nuclear Technology Services (NTS) and GE Canada
Nuclear Products. The team brought together skills
from construction, retube, reactor maintenance,
SLAR operations and fuel handling design. As much
as possible decisions were made by consensus of
the team. Input from other groups was solicited as
required. Projects and Mods maintained the project
leadership, initiated the concept and directed the
design development, especially where manual oper-
ations by unionized personnel on the reactor face
would be involved. NTS contributed their knowledge
of the SLAR tool and the control and data acquisition
systems along with SLAR operational experience.
GE Canada brought experience in the design and
operation of the Bruce Fuel Handling System, the
SLAR Delivery System and the Drain Tool and other
Retube Tool designs.

Although use of the drain tool closure and shield plug
rams appeared feasible there was a question as to
the best concept for the SLAR tool delivery ram. The
existing SLAR delivery machine relies on water
hydraulics to advance a four piece telescopic ram
assembly with a tether cable and winch provided to
pull it back. The entire assembly including cable drum
is filled with pressurized water and is quite large and
heavy. It also requires an associated pump and valve
package along with the necessary hoses.The
SLARette ram, on the other hand is mechanically dri-
ven and much simpler in design. It, however,
requires long drive tubes to be manually added as
the SLAR tool advances, not particularly attractive for
personnel when an active shield plug is stored in the
machine. What was needed was a mechanical drive
which would fit in a relatively small package yet pro-
vide the SLAR tool with close to 300 inches of
stroke. The answer came from a concept for the
Bruce Retube Fuel Loader. The mechanism is a rigid
chain drive patented and manufactured by Serapid,
France and marketed by Serapid, USA. The chain is
designed to fold one way but not the other. When
extending, the links push one against the other and
when adequately supported so as to prevent buck-
ling will develop high compressive loads. When
retracted by the driving sprocket the chain simply
wraps up inside its storage "magazine". The maga-
zine measures 64 inches long by 20 inches high, yet
stores enough chain to give 291 inches of tool
stroke.

The width of the chain had to be customized in order
to accommodate the SLAR tool umbilical cable

between its side links. Although the armour jacketed
cable was not needed by MiniSLAR, for economic
reasons it was decided that MiniSLAR would have to
use the same tool and cable assembly as SLAR.
Since the chain had to pass through the bores of the
ram tubes other than the smallest one, this increase
in chain width resulted in the necessity of dropping
from a four section ram assembly to a three section
ram. Each section increased in length accordingly to
maintain an overall tool stroke equivalent to SLAR.

The SLAR tool and ram assembly is carried into the
endfitting inside a liner tube which acts to reduce the
bore of the endfitting for ease of passage of the tool
into the pressure tube. The thin walled liner nose can
open the channel latch fingers and hold them open
during SLAR operations. The liner is similar to that of
the SLAR delivery machine except that it passes
through seals at the back of the machine such that
its outside surface outboard of the seals is dry and
visible. Another significant difference is that the nose
of the liner passes by but does not engage behind
the endfitting shield plug lug. Thus, unlike the SLAR
liner which can only enter and exit the endfitting at
one rotary orientation, the MiniSLAR liner can be
removed at any rotary position, making recovery in
the event of a breakdown much simpler. Like SLAR,
rotary motion of the tool is achieved by rotating the
liner, which is keyed to the largest of the ram tubes.
This in turn is keyed to the next ram tube which final-
ly is keyed to the smallest tube. The smallest (#1)
ram tube attaches directly to the tool coupling in the
normal way. The only difference here is that since
the back ends of the ram tubes and liner are open to
atmosphere, a seal is required between the tool and
the ram assembly. This is provided by an o-ring
between the tool cable sleeve and the bore of the #1
ram.

Liner axial motion is accomplished by a ballscrew dri-
ven by an electric gearmotor. The components used
were originally supplied for a Retube Endfitting
Removal Tool. The tail of the liner is supported in ball
bearings inside a housing which runs along a linear
way originally supplied for the Retube Shield Cabinet.
This housing, in turn, supports the rigid chain maga-
zine and drive and the liner rotary drive. Rotary
motion is provided by an electric gearmotor driving
the liner via a toothed belt. All drives are provided
with encoder feedback.

The closure removal ram taken from the drain tool
contains two oil hydraulic actuators, one for axial
motion and the other for rotary. These necessitated
an oil power supply and manifold valve package, but
since these were already available it became a mat-
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ter of fitting them on. The power supply was to be
mounted on a separate cart alongside the delivery
machine's support table.

The shield plug removal ram taken from the drain
tool also provides axial and rotary motion but is dri-
ven by electric gearmotors. The axial motion is
achieved by a ballscrew rotating inside the advancing
ram sleeve. The rotary motion results from driving a
torque tube and spline shaft assembly which passes
through the center of the ballscrew and engages
with the ram head. In both cases the drive motors
are mounted on a common gearbox at the back end.
Unlike the fuelling machine which uses three drives
to achieve shield plug latching, unlocking and
removal, MiniSLAR accomplishes the same result
with only two drives.

One of the factors driving the design was the time
available for both the design and implementation
phases. This factor contributed significantly to deci-
sions regarding proposed designs and levels of con-
trol automation.

The turret concept resulted from several factors:

1) The SLAR delivery machine rams suffered from
drooping due to the large overhanging moment
applied to its three position rotating turret.

2) Large pressure vessel forgings are costly, both in
dollars and delivery times.

3) Minimizing the internal volume of the vessel
would minimize the weight.

4) The fact that the closure and shield plug rams
provided storage for their respective components
eliminated the need for any fuelling machine style
magazine.

The turret concept chosen consists of two thick
plates, one fixed and the other movable. The three
ram mechanisms are bolted to the sliding plate at 10
inch centers. The fixed plate is wide enough such
that the sliding plate is always in contact with the
fixed plate at any of the three index positions. The
sliding plate is held by and slides in guide rails which
in turn are bolted rigidly to the fixed plate. The sliding
plate has three holes through it, one for each of the
ram assemblies. The fixed plate has only one hole at
the centre in line with the snout. Sealing is achieved
by a pair of o-rings in grooves in the sliding plate. The
grooves completely envelop the three ram holes and
when assembled to the fixed plate are always out-
board of the snout hole. This way the 20 inches of
indexing motion can be accomplished and the o-rings
never have to cross a hole. The surface of the fixed
plate is chrome plated to minimize wear and provide
a consistent sealing surface.

Required squeeze of the o-rings is accomplished by
dimensioning of the guide rails but can be adjusted
by changing shim thickness. Development testing
indicated that the initial squeeze could be relaxed. It
also indicated that the readily available motorized
ballscrew actuator was inadequate for the plate
indexing function. Because of space limitations, the
actuator was replaced with a hydraulic cylinder. Initial
concepts considered a second actuator midway back
on the ram support frame but prototype testing has
shown this to be unnecessary.

Much discussion took place concerning the snout
locking mechanism. The drain tool design provided a
fully automated, hydraulically operated mechanism
complete with electronic proximity alignment sen-
sors. The MiniSLAR team opted for a simpler
arrangement relying on both manual alignment and
lockup. This decision allowed for a new, shorter
snout which in turn reduced the required length of
the SLAR ram liner, thereby reducing the overall
length of the delivery machine. Keep in mind that the
entire machine would have to fit through the vault
airlock or be transported in pieces.

The original concept for delivery machine support
was a commercial scissors lift table as had been
used for many of the retube tools. However, as com-
ponent weights and shifting center of gravity data
were calculated it became apparent that a custom
design would be required. Since the machine would
be mounted on the Multi Fuel Channel Replacement
platform the minimum collapsed height would be
established by the lowest row endfittings. "Y"
movement would be necessary to allow for coarse
positioning of the reactor area bridge. Sufficient "2"
motion was needed to allow shielding canopy doors
to be closed yet reach the snout to the shortest end-
fitting. Pitch adjustment would be required to allow
for endfitting alignment and variations of the platform
deck. "X" motion would be needed across the full
width of the face.

The decision was made early that the support or
"work table" would be entirely manually operated via
hand cranks. The upper frame and lower frame were
separated by screw jacks to give the "Y" and pitch
movements. Linear ways and a ballscrew actuator
provided "2" motion. An independent frame mount-
ed atop lateral linear ways supported the ram assem-
blies yet allowed for the 20 inches of indexing
motion.

A D2O system was designed to fill and pressurize
the delivery machine prior to closure removal and to
drain the machine after closure installation before
unclamping from the endfitting. It consists of a cen-
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trifugal pump, storage tank, motorized fill, vent and
drain valves, visual flow meters and remote pressure
indicators along with the required lines and hoses.

The control system is beyond the scope of this
paper, but in summary all delivery machine motions
are equipped with feedback devices for automatic or
remote manual control. The worktable is equipped
with hand cranks and the snout alignment and clamp-
up is done by hand. In general the intention is for per-
sonnel to access the platform following draining,
unclamp and move the machine to the next channel,
align, engage and tighten the snout clamp, and
remain as the head is filled and pressurized. Upon
successful pressurization, personnel leave the vault
and operations from closure removal through to final
draining are done by automatic sequences from the
remote control panel.

CONCLUSIONS
From a design perspective the MiniSLAR Project pro-
vided many technical challenges, together with a
novel approach to solving problems, all within an
ambitious schedule. The team approach should
result in wider acceptance of the finished product by
all parties involved.
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Photo 1 - Prototype MiniSLAR Delivery Machine on Platform at Mock-up. Viewed from left rear.

Photo 2 - Prototype MiniSLAR Delivery Machine partially assembled. Viewed from left front showing fixed
plate and snout locking mechanism.
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Photo 3 - Prototype MiniSLAR Delivery Machine. Viewed from right rear showing SLAR Ram drive.
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Photo 4 - Production MiniSLAR Delivery Machine on Training Building floor. Viewed from right front.
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